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abstract
SongExplorer: A deep learning workflow for classification and unsupervised discovery of animal acoustic
communication signals
Benjamin J. Arthur, Yun Ding, Medhini Sosale, Faduma Khalif, Srini Turaga, David L. Stern
Many animals produce sounds or substrate-borne vibrations that are critical elements of animal
communication but that have proved challenging for segmentation by automated algorithms. We have
developed SongExplorer, a web-browser based platform that supports an intuitive, interactive workflow for
efficient discovery of animal sounds, manual annotation, training of a deep convolutional network, and
automated segmentation of recordings. Data can be explored by simultaneously examining song traces,
watching synced video, and listening to songs. With sufficient training data, the machine learning
algorithm we trained in the current instantiation of SongExplorer displays higher accuracy than existing
heuristic algorithms and similar accuracy as two expert human annotators. SongExplorer is a
generalizable interface that supports any segmentation algorithm, allowing integration of new methods as
they are developed.
outline
We'll start from scratch and train a model to classify audio recordings. Sounds will initially be detected
using simple thresholds in the time and frequency domains. We'll cluster these and manually annotate a
few representative examples. A model will be trained on this corpus of ground truth and used to make
predictions on new recordings. We'll correct a few mistakes and then train a more refined model. Time
permitting I'll demonstrate how classes of sounds can be discovered using an unsupervised approach.
Representative video tutorials are hosted on youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYXyXDkMwZip8x78RAyN6ee9NK42WBbKb
To follow along users will need a Linux or Apple Macintosh computer. Microsoft Windows nominally
works, but the software is not as thoroughly tested there. I can provide sample recordings of Drosophila
melanogaster (fruit fly) song, but participants are encouraged to bring their own data.
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